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Introduction. Like most shallow neritic Neogene sequence the Ar-Rajmah Forma
tion, Miocene, of A1 Jabal al Akhdar (Fig. 1) covers an extensive area and exhibits 
rapid lateral and vertical facies changes, which may lack, in parts, time diagnostic 
fossils. Further complications are often caused by changes in syndepositional paleo- 
geographies, sea level and syndepositional tectonism. When the area was divided and 
mapped by different geologic teams, lacking a unified regional approach the result 
was a series of controversial stratigraphic subdivisions, complicated nomenclature 
(Table 1) and mismatched geologic maps (Klen, 1974; Francis and Issawi, 1977; 
Mazhar and Issawi, 1977; M egerisi and Mamgain, 1979).

To resolve the stratigraphic controversy of the Miocene sequence a field sedi- 
mentological approach based on an actualistic method of interpretation as outlined 
in Walther’s law of correlation of facies is used (Walther, 1893—94; see also 
M iddleton, 1973). Field measurements of stratigraphic sections, recognition of 
sedimentary facies and establishment of vertical facies profiles have led to the con
struction of a facies cross-section (Fig. 2) and the establishment of vertical and lateral 
facies relationships, geometries and palaeogeography. The nature of contacts between 
stratigraphic units or facies were recognized through careful field observations that 
led to the discovery of subtle but significant disconformities. These are used in the 
present study as a basis for correlation and stratigraphic subdivision. The same 
approach has been used successfully in settling a sedimentological controversy of the 
Miocene in Sirte basin, central Libya (El-Hawat, 1975; 1980a).

This paper aims to present a case study for the use of the sedimentological 
approach based on the recognition of depositional facies and events as a means 
towards the establishment of an actualistic stratigraphic order for similar depositional 
sequences.

Sedimentary facies and cycles

Three facies associations are found to form a single shoaling-up depositional 
cycle of Ar-Rajmah Formation. These are, from the top: A. Open shelf; B. Shoal; 
and C. Restricted lagoonal.

A. The open shelffacies association
This association consists of several shallowing-up cycles, consisting of yellowish 

marl, algal-skeletal wackestone, and coarse skeletal whole shell packstone, that may 
change upwards into lenticular massive skeletal mudstone and oyster banks con
taining solitary corals. Both lithology and fauna indicate sedimentation under shallow 
marine shelf conditions. Similarly, oyster banks and lenticular coarse skeletal bodies 
are known to exist over the bathymetric highs of the modern shelf of the Arabian 
Gulf (Purser, 1973).
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Fig. 1. Generalized geologic map of Al Jabal al Akhdar, NE Libya. The distribution of the Mio
cene is based on the stratigraphic subdivision proposed in this paper. Map compiled and modified 

after Klen (1974), Rohlich (1974), Francis and Issawi (1977), Mazhar and Issawi (1977)

East of the area and presently at a higher elevation this facies association changes 
into skeletal mudstone and baffelstone (Embry and K lovan, 1971) of branching 
Porites corals buried in foraminiferal grainstone (Fig. 3). Porites reefs are developed 
into massive patch reefal bodies embedded in skeletal packstone representing the 
back-reef facies. Porites reefal complexes were developed on the margin of Al Jabal 
al Akhdar high.
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Table 1
Stratigraphic correlation chart of the Miocene, Al Jabal al Akhdar, NE Libya.

Note complications of stratigraphic subdivisions and nomenclature.
Also, all earlier workers agree on the Middle Miocene age for the entire sequence

B. The shoal facies association
This association occurs above the open marine facies and consists of cross-bedded 

skeletal, oolitic, pelletal and red algal-coated grainstone, packstone, and bioturbated 
skeletal wackestone. These facies are arranged in at least two successive shallowing-up 
cycles that form a linear geometry exposed in a trend parallel with the palaeostrike. 
This facies changes upwards and laterally towards the east into lagoonal facies asso
ciations. Palaeocurrent azimuthal distribution of the cross-bedded facies points to a 
net eastwards transport. These facies are interpreted as having been deposited as 
sand shoals, in channels, tidal deltas and spillover lobes advancing eastwards into a 
shelf lagoonal setting. The shoal facies complex sequence is shallowing upwards; 
their petrography and diagenesis suggest progressive emergence and subareal exposure 
(El-Ha WAT, 1986).

C. The restricted lagoonal association
The restricted lagoonal facies association forms the top part of Ar-Rajmah For

mation and consists of several successive cycles. A type cycle consists of
i) cross-bedded lithoclastic, oncolitic, oolitic grainstone and packstone;
ii) algal stromatolites;
iii) lime mudstone and terminates in coarsely crystalline gypsum. These facies 

represent an evaporite salina complex, that was successively subjected to flooding by 
sea water and drying up (E l-H a w a t , 1980b). They are analogous to modern salinas 
described from Lake Marion, South Australia (H ardie and E ugster , 1975).
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Fig. 2. (a) Measured sections location map. (b) N—S facies cross section of Ar-Rajmah Forma
tion, Al Jabal al Akhdar, NE Libya
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Fig. 3. Binghazi Member. Reefal facies with upwards growing, branching Porites, now dissolved 
and moldic cavities are filled by recent terra rossa. White areas consist of 

foraminiferal grainstone

Fig. 4. Massive coarse skeletal wackestone facies of Binghazi Member (B) overlain by 
shoal facies association of Wadi al Qattarah Member (Q). The disconformity boundary 

(arrows) is occupied by Echinolampas sp. in living position. Scale = 15 cm
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Fig. 5. Plane view of the second disconformity surface showing bivalve borings.
Knife = 9 cm length

Fig. 6. Angular unconformity between the Eocene (E) and the shoal facies association of Wadi 
al Qattarah Member (Q). Note erosional boundary (arrows). Large divisions of the scale = 10 cm
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The carbonate—evaporite facies cycles are found north of the area pass to the 
south into siliclastic-evaporite facies associations (Fig. 2). This is attributed to deltaic 
influence from the structurally low areas of Sirte basin.

Boundaries, key horizons and events

The boundary between the open shelf and shoal facies associations is marked by 
two prominent disconformities that are traceable throughout the study area (Figs. 
4, 5). The lower disconformity is distinctively sharp and erosional; its surface is bored 
by bivalves and sponges and encrusted with oysters, Bryozoa, serpulids and Foramini- 
fera. In places open burrows, enlarged by solution, form a cavity system whose 
walls exhibit borings and are partly to completely filled by coarse skeletal sediments 
derived from the overlying shoal facies. Immediately above this surface large numbers 
of echinoids are to be found in living position.

A second disconformity is found above the base of the shoal facies, a few deci
meters above the first disconformity. It is also extends throughout the area and has 
been used as a key horizon for the construction of the facies cross-section. This hard 
ground exhibits normal and inverse bivalve borings, as well as incrustations by various 
epifauna. Northwards, these hard grounds rest against the Eocene —Miocene un
conformity surface. In this area the open marine shelf facies are missing due to non
deposition whereas the shoal facies rest over the Eocene. The unconformity is an ir
regular, weathered, karstified surface with solution pipes filled by terra rossa and 
Miocene material (Fig . 6.).

Palaeogeographic reconstruction

From the field-established vertical and lateral facies relationships in relation to 
the regional disconformity surfaces it is possible to construct a series of palaeogeogra
phic maps of Ar-Rajmah Formation (Figs. 7, 8, 9). The palaeogeographic map of the 
open shelf association (Fig. 7) exhibits the occurrence of a broad shallow marine shelf 
dominating the area, with possible local highs which coarser bioclastic sediments have 
accumulated. Eastwards these facies change into Porites reefal complexes marking 
the margin of A1 Jabal al Akhdar high.

The second palaeogeographic map (Fig. 8) suggests the development of shoal- 
channel shelf lagoonal complex. Two palaeographic features are prominent in this 
map. First, the development of an elevated escarpment to the east, representing the 
Porites reefal wall of the earlier open marine shelf association. Second, the transgres
sion of the shoal association further to the north. The first feature is associated with 
the lower disconformity, indicating a drop of the sea level, while the transgressive 
feature is associated with the development of the second hard ground.

Sedimentation of Ar-Rajmah Formation was terminated by a major drop in the 
sea level. It has led to the development of a beach-dune complex separating the salina 
complex from the open marine (Fig. 9). Flooding of the salina by sea water was 
achieved either by storms or through the porous barrier by ground water.

12*
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Fig. 7. Stage I—Palaeogeography 
during Langhian—Serravallian 
shallow shelf reefal complex 
development

Fig. 8. Stage II—Palaeogeography 
during Tortonian time. 
Development of the shoal complex
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Fig. 9. Stage III—Palaeogeography 
during Messinian time. 
Development of salinas

Construction o f a stratigraphic chart
The sedimentologic study of Ar-Rajmah Formation has led to the establishment 

of depositional facies, cycles, events and construction of palaeogeographies at different 
relative time frames during the Miocene of A1 Jabal al Akhdar. From these it is 
therefore possible to construct an actualistic stratigraphic subdivision of the Miocene 
(Table 2). Because of the methods used we do not regard the introduction of new 
names as an objective in itself, so the previously publised and simple nomenclature 
presented by K len (1977) is used thus avoiding unnecessary new names.

Table 2
Stratigraphic chart of Ar-Rajmah Formation based on the field 

sedimentological approach
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The lower regressive disconformity is used here as a base for stratigraphic sub
division; it records the regressive event at the end o f  the Middle Miocene (Vail et al.,
1977). The second disconformity (hard ground) and the Eocene —Miocene uncon
formity, on the other hand, document the early Late Miocene transgression. It is 
reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the evaporite salina development is indica
tive of the Messinian drop in the Mediterranean sea level.

Regional considerations
Using the same approach it was possible to correlate the Miocene sequence 

throughout northern Libya (El-H awat et al., 1985). To the south-west of Al Jabal 
al Akhdar, in Sirte basin, the top of the Middle Miocene sequence of Marada For
mation is marked by a regional disconformity surface which was used as a base for 
correlation and construction of facies cross-sections (El-H awat, 1980a; Figs. 10, 
11). Northwards, in Sirte basin, as in Ar-Rajmah Formation, a regional disconformity 
surface is found to separate the Middle Miocene open shelf reefal facies associations 
(Langhian—Serravallian) from the Late Miocene (Tortonian — Messinian) shoals and 
evaporitic restricted lagoonal associations (D e H einzelin and E l-A rnauti, 1983; 
Innocenti and Pertusati, 1984; G iglia, 1984).

Finally, the case study of Ar-Rajmah Formation and the Miocene of northern 
Libya indicates that the use of an actualistic field approach based on sedimentology, 
as presented in this paper, is an effective method for the establishment of logical 
and simplified stratigraphic subdivisions of sedimentary sequences.
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